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For support, video tutorials, webinars and 
further information visit us at
www.thinksmartbox.com

Grid 3 has a huge library of commands at your disposal when building or 
modifying grid sets. 

This guide catalogues every command available to you as of Grid 3 
version 3.0.20 (March 2017)

About this guide
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Chat and writing

Write
Write some text into the writing area. If you 
have chosen ‘speak-as-you-type’ settings 
then your text will also be spoken.
You can choose symbols for the text.

Quick write
Write the label of this cell into the writing 
area.
If you have a picture in the cell and the grid 
set has the ‘Write with symbols’ settings 
enabled, the cell’s picture will appear above 
the text.
If you have chosen ‘speak as you type’ 
settings then the text will also be spoken.
If you want different text for the label of the 
cell and the text that will be written, use the 
‘Write text’ command.

Letter
Write a letter into the writing area.

Number
Write a number into the writing area.

Punctuation
Write a punctuation mark into the writing 
area

Space
Write a space into the writing area.

Enter
Start a new line in the writing area.

Speak
Speak the text in the writing area.
You can speak all the text, or just the current 
paragraph, sentence, word or selected text.

Speak now
Speak some text. This command does not 
add to the sentence; it just speaks the text 
aloud.

Read cell
Read th label of this cell. This command does 
not add to the sentence; it just speaks the 
text aloud.

Stop speaking
Stop speaking.

Backspace
Delete a letter from the writing area.
The letter, number or punctuation mark 
before the cursor will be deleted.

Delete Word
Delete a word in the writing area.
When the cursor is in a word, that word will 
be deleted. When the cursor is just after a 
word, the previous word will be deleted.

Delete space
Delete a space in the writing area. If the 
character before the cursor is not a space, 
this command has no effect.

Shift
When on, the Shift key will be held whilst 
typing the next letter.
Cells with this command can change colour 
when Shift is being held.

Caps Lock
Turn Caps Lock on or off.
Cells with this command can change colour 
when Caps lock is active.

Random Phrase
Write a phrase chosen at random from a 
word list into the writing area.

Print
Print the text in the current writing area.
You can select which printer to use in 
Settings.

Clear
Clear the writing area.
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Undo clear
Undo clearing the writing area.

Chat writing area
Writing area cells are used for composing 
messages.
The chat writing area is for composing 
messages to speak aloud. Messages spoken 
from the chat writing area will be stored in 
your chat history.

Chat History auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Chat history auto content cells display the 
messages in your chat history.
Each time you speak a message from the 
chat writing area it is added to your chat 
history.
When you type in the chat writing area, 
the chat history auto content cells display 
suggestions that match what you are typing.
Selecting a chat history auto content cell will 
put the message into the chat writing area.

More chat history
When there are not enough cells to display 
all chat history, they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

The command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Remove from chat history
Remove a message from your chat history.
After selecting this command, select the chat 
history message that you want to remove. 

Private mode
Private mode prevents Grid 3 from recording 
information about your activity, including 
prediction, chat history and web browser 
history. 

Word list auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Word list auto content cells display words 
from a word list.
Each grid has its own word list. Each item 
in a word list van be a single word or longer 
phrase, which can include symbols.
When you select the word list auto content 
cell, the word is added to the writing area.

More words
When there are not enough cells to display 
all words, they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Add word
Add the word in the writing area to a word 
list.

Remove word
Remove an item from a word list.

Change word list
Change the words shown in word list auto 
content cells.

Revert word list
Revert to the grid’s word list in word list auto 
content cells. This is useful after changing 
the word list with the Change word list 
command. 

Clear word list
Remove all items from the word list.
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Chat and writing

Prediction auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Prediction auto content cells display 
suggestions as you type in the writing area.
You can choose whether the predictions 
come from the dictionary or the grid’s word 
list.
As you write, word completions are 
suggested.
After you complete a word, next words are 
suggested.
Select prediction auto content cell to add the 
suggestion to the writing area.

More predictions
When there are not enough cells to display 
all predictions, they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Suggest words
Show a list of words in prediction auto 
content cells.
This command replaces the suggestions 
currently displayed in prediction auto content 
with words form a word list.

Suggest spellings
Show spelling suggestions in prediction auto 
content cells.
Select the auto content cell to replace the 
current word with the suggestion.

Suggest sounds-like
Show sounds-like suggestions in prediction 
auto content cells.
Select the auto content ell to replace the 
current word with the suggestion.

Suggest symbols
Suggest symbols in prediction auto content 
cells.
Select the prediction auto content cell to 
replace the symbol for the current word.

Copy
Copy the text from the writing area to the 
clipboard.

Paste
Paste the text from the clipboard to the 
writing area.

Previous letter
Move the cursor to the previous letter in the 
writing area.

Next letter
Move the cursor to the next letter in the 
writing area.

Previous word
Move the cursor to the previous word in the 
writing area.

Next word
Move the cursor to the next word in the 
writing area.

Previous line
Move the cursor to the previous line in the 
writing area.

Next line
Move the cursor to the next line in the writing 
area.

Previous sentence
Move the cursor to the previous sentence in 
the writing area.

Next sentence
Move the cursor to the next sentence in the 
writing area.

Previous paragraph
Move the cursor to the previous paragraph in 
the writing area.

Next paragraph
Move the cursor to the next paragraph in the 
writing area.
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Start of text
Move the cursor to the start of the writing 
area.

End of text
Move the cursor to the end of the writing 
area.

Start of line
Move the cursor to the start of the line.

End of line
Move the cursor to the end of the line.

Select text
Set whether to select text when moving the 
cursor.

Select all
Select all the text in the writing area.
The cursor will be placed at the end.

Add to dictionary
Add the word at the text cursor to the 
dictionary.
Words in the dictionary are used for 
prediction and spelling.

Remove from dictionary
Remove the word at the text cursor from the 
dictionary.
Words in the dictionary are used for 
predictions and spelling.

Next symbol
Change the symbol for the word at the 
cursor in the writing area. Select this 
command several times to cycle through 
available symbols.

Remove symbol
Remove the symbol for the current word in 
the writing area.

Speak clipboard
Speak the text in the clipboard.

Modify verb cells
Set the part of the verb for verb cells.
Verb cells will change to display the part of 
the verb.

Modify written verb
Modify a verb in the writing area by 
specifying the form of the verb.
This will change the form of the word at the 
cursor if it is a recognised verb.

Suggest verbs
Show verb conjugations in prediction auto 
content cells.
Select the auto content cell to replace the 
current word with the conjugation.
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Jumps

Back
Jump to the last grid viewed.
If you have made a bookmark, this will jump 
back to the bookmarked grid.

Home
Jump to the home grid for this grid set.

Jump to
Jump to a different grid in the current grid 
set.

Bookmark grid
Set a bookmark on the current grid.
Next time you jump back you will be returned 
to this grid, even if you have visited several 
grids in between.
This also applies when you select a cell on a 
self-closing grid, which triggers a jump back.

Self-closing
Turn self-closing on or off for the current 
grid.
When self-closing is on, the grid will jump 
back after a cell is selected.

Don’t self-close
The cell containing this command will not 
self-close the grid. The grid will still be self-
closing, so selecting another cell will self-
close the grid.

8
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Camera and photos

Camera cell
This cell displays multimedia content.
Displays the view from your camera.

Take photo
Take a photo with your camera.
The photo is saved to a folder in your 
Pictures folder. You can use the My pictures 
command to view these photos.

Change camera
Change between front and rear camera in the 
photo viewer cell.
You can set which camera is front or rear in 
Settings.

Photo viewer cell
This cell displays multimedia content.
Displays photographs and pictures.

Photos auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays photos from your computer.

More photos
When there are not enough cells to display all 
photos, they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Previous photo
Show the previous photo in the photo viewer 
cell.

Next photo
Show the next photo in the photo viewer cell.

Slideshow
Play or pause a slideshow of photos in the 
photo viewer cell.

Delete
Delete the photo in the photo viewer cell.

My pictures
Display photos from your Pictures folder in 
photos auto content and the photo viewer 
cell.

Camera photos
View photo taken with your camera in photos 
auto content and the photo viewer cell.

Photo folder
View photos from a folder of your choice in 
photos auto content and the photo viewer 
cell.

View photo file
Display a photo file in the photo viewer cell.
You can browse your computer for a photo 
file (e.g. JPG). The file you choose will be 
saved as part of the grid set.

9
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Music, video and sound

Music/video cell
This cell displays multimedia content.

Displays the currently playing music track or 
video.

Play/pause
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays a pause or play symbol depending 
on whether music is playing.

Play/pause
Play or pause the music or video in the 
Music/video cell.

Stop
Stop the music or video that is playing in the 
Music/video cell.

Back
Go to the previous music track or video in the 
Music/video cell.

Rewind
Play the music in the Music/video cell quickly 
in reverse.

Fast forward
Play the music in the Music/video cell quickly.

Next
Go to the next music track or video in the 
Music/video cell.

Shuffle
Shuffle the order of music tracks in the 
Music/video cell.

Volume
This cell is updated automatically.

Displays the current music and video volume 
and whether music and video are muted.

Set volume
Set the volume for the Music/video cell.

Louder
Increase the volume of the Music/video cell 
by 10%

Quieter
Reduce the volume of the Music/video cell 
by 10%.

Mute
Toggle the sound for the Music/video cell.

Music and video auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.
Displays music and video.

More music/videos
When there are not enough cells to display 
all music/videos, they will be spread across 
multiple pages. This command takes you 
to the other pages – you can choose which 
page this command takes you to.

Artists
Show music artists in music and video auto 
content cells.

Albums
Show music albums in music and video auto 
content cells.

Songs
Show all music tracks in music and video 
auto content cells.

Genres
Show music genres in music and video auto 
content cells.

Playlists
Show music playlists in music and video 
auto content cells.

Play video file
Play a video file (e.g. mp4) in the Music/video 
cell. You can browse your computer for the 
file to play. The file will be saved as part of 
the grid set.

10
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Videos
Show videos from your computer in music 
and video auto content cells.

Videos folder
Display videos from a folder on your 
computer in music and video auto content 
cells.

Play music file
Play a music file (e.g. mp3) in the Music/
video cell. You can browse your computer for 
the file to play. The file will be saved as part 
of the grid set.

Beep
Sound an annoying beep.

Play sound
Play a sound file. The file will be saved as part 
of the grid set.
This does not use the Music/video cell.

11
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Calculator

Calculation cell
Writing area cells are used for composing 
messages.

Cell for viewing and entering calculations.

One
Enter 1 into the calculator.

Two
Enter 2 into the calculator.

Three
Enter 3 into the calculator.

Four
Enter 4 into the calculator.

Five
Enter 5 into the calculator.

Six
Enter 6 into the calculator.

Seven
Enter 7 into the calculator.

Eight
Enter 8 into the calculator.

Nine
Enter 9 into the calculator.

Zero
Enter 0 into the calculator.

Decimal Point
Insert a decimal point into the calculator.

Add
Add two numbers together in the calculator.

Subtract
Subtract one number from another in the 
calculator.

Multiply
Multiply two numbers together in the 
calculator.

Divide
Divide one number by another in the 
calculator.

Equals
Calculate the solution to the sum in the 
calculator.

12
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Clock and timer

Digital clock
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current time using numbers.

Analogue clock
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current time using a traditional 
clock face.

Full date
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current date.

Short date
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current date.

Day of week
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current day of the week.

Day of month
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current day of the month.

Month
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current month.

Year
This cell is automatically updated.

Display the current year.

Write time
Write the current time.

Write date
Write the current date.

Speak time
Speak the current time.

Speak date
Speak the current date.

Digital timer
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays a timer using numbers to show the 
time remaining.

Analogue timer
This cell is automatically updated. Displays 
a timer using a pie slice to show the time 
remaining.

Start/pause
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays a pause or play symbol depending 
on whether timer is active.

Start/pause
Start or pause the timer.

Stop
Stop and rest the timer.

Set
Set the countdown time.

Timer +
Increase the countdown time.

Timer –
Decrease the countdown time in minutes 
and seconds..

13
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Web browser

Web browser
Writing area cells are used for composing 
messages.

Web browser for viewing web pages.

Web page title
This cell is automatically updated.

Shows the title of the current web page. This 
can be used alongside the Web browser cell.

Go to web page
Open a web page.

Back
Go back to the previous web page.

Forwards
Go forward to the next web page.

Stop
Stop downloading the current page in the 
web browser cell.

Reload
Refresh the current web page.

Web address and search
Writing area cells are used for composing 
messages

Writing area for editing the web address for 
the page to view in the web browser, or a 
search term.
Prediction cells are used to display 
suggestions as you type.

Go or search
Go to the location in the Web address and 
search cell. If this is not a web address, the 
text will be used for a web search.

Scroll up
Scroll up to see more of the current web 
page.

Scroll down
Scroll down to see more of the current web 
page.

Scroll left
Scroll left to see more of the current web 
page.

Scroll right
Scroll right to see more of the current web 
page.

Previous heading
Move to the previous heading in the web 
page being displayed.

Next heading
Move to the next heading in the web page 
being displayed.

Zoom
Set the web page zoom to the specified 
percentage.

Zoom in
Zoom in on a web page.

Zoom out
Zoom out of a web page.

Reading mode
Remove distractions form the web page and 
display only the important text and images.

Mobile site
Display the mobile version of this site. You 
can also set which site you want the mobile 
version of in settings.

Web browser links auto 
content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Provides easy access to the links in the web 
page you are viewing.
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More links
When there are not enough cells to display 
all links, they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
take you to.

Previous link
Highlight the previous link on the web page 
being displayed.

Next link
Highlight the next link on the web page being 
displayed.

Link up
Move to the next link up.

Link down
Move to the next link down.

Link left
Move to the next link to the left.

Link right
Move to the next link to the right.

Activate link
Activate the highlighted web page link.

Web favourites auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Shows your favourite web pages.

More favourites
When there are not enough cells to display all 
favourites, they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Add favourite
Add the page in the web browser to your web 
favourites.

Remove favourite
Remove from web favourites. After selecting 
this command, select the web favourite that 
you want to remove.
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Word processor

Document editor
Writing area cells are used for composing 
messages.

Writing area for viewing and editing the 
document selected in the documents cell.

Left
Align text to the left in the document editor.
Cells with this command can change colour 
when text is aligned to the left.

Center
Align text to the center in the document 
editor.
Cells with this command can change colour 
when text aligned to the centre.

Right
Align text to the right in the document editor.
Cells with this command can change colour 
when text is aligned to the right.

Bold
Toggle bold text in the document editor.
Cells with this command can change colour 
when text is bold.

Italic
Toggle italic text in the document editor.
Cells with this command can change colour 
when text is italic.

.

Underline
Toggle underlined text in the document 
editor.
Cells with this command can change colour 
when text is underlined

Documents cell
This cell displays a list of items.

Displays your documents with the most 
recently edited document at the top.
The selected document is displayed in the 
document editor.

Previous
Select the previous document in the 
document cell. The document will be 
displayed in the document editor.

Next
Select the next document in the documents 
cell. The document will be displayed in the 
document editor.

New
Create a new document.
This will be added to the documents cell and 
opened in the document editor.

Delete
Delete the document selected in the 
documents cell.

16
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Phone

Phone dialling area
Writing area cells are used for composing 
messages.

Dialling area for making phone calls.
Enter a number here and then use the Dial / 
answer command to make a call.
When there is an incoming call the number 
will show here. Use the Dial / answer 
command to answer the cell.

When you are on a call, you can enter 
numbers here to play DTMF tones for 
accessing phone menus.

Phone contact auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays contacts for making a phone call.

More phone contacts
When there are not enough cells to display all 
phone contacts, they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Answer
Answer an incoming call. If the phone is not 
ringing this will have no effect.

Dial
Call the phone number in the Phone dialling 
area.

Hang up
End the current phone conversation.

Call now
Call a phone number now.

Volume
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current phone volume.

Loudspeaker
Use the loudspeaker on your phone to hear 
the other call participant’s audio.

Louder
Increase the phone call volume by 20%.

Quieter
Reduce the phone call volume by 20%.

Missed calls
This cell is automatically updated.

Indicates missed phone calls and whether 
the phone is currently ringing.
Indicates missed phone calls and whether 
the phone is currently ringing.

Edit contact
Open a contact from your call log in the 
contacts editor. If this person is not in your 
contacts, they will be added.

One
Add 1 to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Two
Add 2 to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Three
Add 3 to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Four
Add 4 to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Five
Add 5 to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

17
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Phone

Six
Add 6 to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Seven
Add 7 to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Eight
Add 8 to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Zero
Add 0 to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Star
Add * to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Hash
Add # to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Plus
Add + to the phone number the phone dialler, 
or play the equivalent ‘touch tone’ during a 
phone call.

Pause
Add a 2-second pause to the phone number 
in the phone dialler, useful for dialling 
telephone extensions.

Phone history cell
This cell displays a list of items.

Displays made, received and missed phone 
calls.

Previous
Select the previous item in the call log.

Next
Select the next item in the call log.

Call back
Copy the selected number from the call log 
to the dialling area.

Delete
Delete the selected call log entry

18
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SMS

SMS cell
This cell displays a list of items.

Displays SMS messages from your mobile 
phones.

SMS contact auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays contacts for sending SMS 
messages.
Selecting a contact will display messages 
to or from this contact in the SMS cell, and 
the SMS writing area can be used to send a 
message to this contact.

More SMS contacts
When there are not enough cells to display 
all SMS contact, they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Set number
Set the phone number for SMS messages.
The SMS cell will display messages to or 
from this number, and the SMS writing 
area can be used to send a message to this 
number.

Previous
Select the previous message or conversation 
in the SMS cell.

Next
Select the next message or conversation in 
the SMS cell.

Open
Open the selected item in the SMS cell.

Back
Navigate to the previous view in the SMS cell.

Speak
Speak the selected SMS message. 

Edit contact
Open the sender of an SMS in the contacts 
editor. If this person is not in your contact, 
they will be added.

Delete
Delete the selected SMS message or 
conversations.

Unread SMS messages
This cell is automatically updated.

Indicates how many SMS messages are 
unread.

SMS writing area
Writing area cells are used for composing 
messages.

Writing area for composing SMS messages.

Send
Send the SMS message in the SMS writing 
area.

Instant SMS
Send an SMS message to a specified 
number with a specified message.

19
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Email

Email cell
This cell displays a list of items.

Displays message from your email account.

Previous
Update the email cell to display the previous 
message or conversation.

Next
Update the email cell to display the next 
message or conversation.

Open
Open the selected item in the email cell.

Back
Navigate to the previous view in the email 
cell.

Speak
Speak the selected email message.

Reply
Set the recipient of the message being 
composed in the email writing area to the 
sender(s) of the message selected in the 
Email.

Forward
Copies the message selected in the Email 
cell into the writing area and clears the 
recipients.

Save attachment
Save the selected attachment in the email 
live cell to your photos folder.

Edit contact
Open the sender of an email in the contacts 
editor. If this person is not in your contacts, 
they will be added.

Unread emails
This cell is automatically updated.

Indicates how many email messages are 
unread.

Delete
Delete the selected email message or 
conversation.

Email writing area
Writing area cells are used for composing 
messages.

Writing area for composing email messages.
You can add recipients using email contacts 
auto content cells, and edit the text of the 
email message. 

New
Clear the email writing area and recipient to 
start a new email message.

Email contacts auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Email contacts auto content cells display 
your contacts. Selecting an email contact 
auto content cell adds or removed that 
contact from the message being composed 
in the Email writing area.

More email contacts
When there are not enough cells to display 
all email contacts, they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Set recipient
Set the email recipient to a specified name 
and email address.

Clear recipient
Remove all selected email recipients.

20
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Add photo
Attach the photo selected in the photo viewer 
cell to the message being composed in the 
email writing area.

Remove photo
Remove attached photo from the message 
being composed in the email writing area.

Send
Send the email message that has been 
written in the email writing area.

Instant email
Send an email to a specified recipient with a 
specified message.
This does not use the message or recipients 
in the email writing area.

21
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Contacts editor

Set photo
Set the photo currently displayed in the photo 
viewer cell as the photo for the contact you 
are editing.

New contact
Create a new contact.

Delete contact
Delete the contact you are editing.

Contacts editing cell
Writing area cells are used for composing 
messages.

Cell for viewing and editing contact names 
and pictures. 

Edit name
Edit the name of a contact.

Edit phone number
Open the sender of an SMS in the contacts 
editor. If this person is not in your contacts, 
they will be added.

Edit email address
Edit the email address of a contact.

Contact pictures auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.
Displays pictures that you can choose when 
editing a contact.

More contact pictures
When there are not enough cells to display 
all contact picture, they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.
This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Remove photo
Remove the photo from the contact being 
edited in the Contact editing cell.

Dial contact
Copy the phone number of the selected 
contact.

Show SMS message
Display SMS message from the contact 
being edited in the SMS messages cell.

Write email
Use the current contact’s email address for 
the message being composed in the email 
writing area.

Copy to queue
Copy the current contact’s phone number to 
the Environment Control action queue.

Contacts auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Contacts auto content cells display the users 
from your contact list. Selecting a contacts 
auto content cell opens that contact in the 
Contacts editing cell so that you can see the 
contact details and make changes.

More Contacts
When there are not enough cells to display all 
contacts, they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
take you to.

22
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Interactive learning

Animation cell
This cell displays multimedia content. 

Displays an interactive learning animation.
Use the Animation action command to 
interact with the animation.

Animation action
Perform an action in the animation cell.

Restart
Restart the animation in the animation cell.

Activation order
Set the order in which cells are activated. A 
cell with activation order 1 must be activated 
first, then a cell with activation order 2, etc.

Reset activation order
Reset cells that use the Activation order 
command.

Single activation
This cell can only be activated once. To 
activate it again, you must leave the grid and 
return to it, or use the Reset cells command.

Reset single activation
Reset cells that use the Single activation 
command.
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Computer control

Running programs auto 
content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays other programs open on your 
computer.
Selecting a cell will set the focus to that 
program.

More programs
Computer Control Grid

When there are not enough cells to display all 
programs they will be spread across multiple 
pages.
This command takes you to the other page 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Start program
Run another Windows program such as a 
word processor or web browser.
If the program is already open, you can 
choose whether to switch to that window or 
open a new one.
You can also provide command line 
arguments (this is a way to provide additional 
information to a program when it starts).

Find program
Computer Control Grid

Find a program by searching for a window 
with matching text in the title bar. If a 
matching window is found, set the focus to 
that window.

Flip through programs
Computer Control Grid

Set the focus to each program window in 
turn, until stopped by the user.

Next program
Computer Control Grid
 
Set the focus to the next available program 
window.

Previous program
Computer Control Grid

Set the focus to the next previous program 
window.

Control
When on, the Control key will be held whilst 
typing the next letter. 
Cells with this command can change colour 
when Control is being held.

Alt
When on, the Alt key will be held whilst typing 
the next letter.
Cells with this command can change colour 
when Alt is being held.

Keyboard key
Computer Control Or Web Browser Grid

Type a character with the keyboard.
This command emulates typing a character 
with the keyboard. It will automatically use 
modifiers like shift or alt, or even change 
your keyboard layout if necessary to type the 
chosen character.
This command can be used for keyboard 
short cuts such as Control-C for copy.

Advanced keyboard key
Computer Control Or Web Browser Grid

Press or release individual keys on the 
keyboard.
This command emulates pressing or 
releasing an individual physical key on the 
keyboard. The character that is typed will 
depend on your current keyboard layout.
If you use this command to press a key 
down, you should have a corresponding 
command for key up.
The Shift, Control and Alt commands are 
ignored by this command.

Current keyboard
This cell is automatically updated

Display the keyboard language for the current 
window.
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Dwell off
Computer Control Grid

Cancel the dwell action.
This dwell action will take place next time 
you click using dwell or zoom-to-click for 
Computer Control.

Click
Computer Control Grid

Immediately click a mouse button.

Double click
Computer Control Grid

Immediately double click a mouse button.

Drag
Computer Control Grid

Immediately click and hold a mouse button. 
Activating this command a second time will 
release the mouse button.

Wheel up
Computer Control Grid
 
Scroll up with the mouse wheel.

Wheel down
Computer Control Grid

Scroll down with the mouse wheel.

Move mouse
Computer Control Grid

Move the mouse pointer by a specified 
distance on the screen.

Set mouse position
Computer Control Grid

Move the mouse pointer to a specified 
position on the screen.

Set keyboard
Computer Control Or Web Browser Grid

Set the language of your keyboard. This is 
used on computers with more than one 
keyboard language.

Next keyboard
Computer Control Or Web Browser Grid

Change to the next keyboard language. This 
command is used on computers with more 
than one keyboard language.

Dwell to click
Computer Control Grid
 
Set dwell action to click a mouse button.
This dwell action will take place next time 
you click using dwell or zoom-to-click for 
Computer Control.

Dwell to double click
Computer Control Grid

Set dwell action to double click a mouse 
button.
This dwell action will take place next time 
you click using dwell or zoom-to-click for 
Computer Control.

Dwell to drag
Computer Control Grid
 
Set dwell action to drag the mouse pointer.
This dwell action will take place next time 
you click using dwell or zoom-to-click for 
Computer Control.

Dwell to place mouse
Computer Control Grid
 
Set dwell action to place the mouse pointer
This dwell action will take place next time 
you click using dwell or zoom-to-click for 
Computer Control.
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Computer control

Move mouse in window
Computer Control Grid

Move the mouse pointer to a position in the 
focused window.

Move mouse to next screen
Computer Control Grid

Move the mouse pointer to the centre of the 
next screen.

Move mouse to edge of screen
Computer Control Grid

Move the mouse pointer to one of the edges 
or corners of the screen.

Glide mouse
Computer Control Grid

Smoothly glide the mouse pointer across 
the screen. The direction and speed of 
the mouse movement are set with other 
commands.

Set glide speed
Set the speed for gliding the mouse pointer 
across the screen.

Glide faster
Increase the speed for gliding the mouse 
pointer across the screen.

Glide slower
Reduce the speed for gliding the mouse 
pointer across the screen.

Set glide angle
Computer Contro lGrid
Set the angle for gliding the mouse pointer 
across the screen.

Select glide angle
ComputerControlGrid

Use a rotating line to allow the user to select 
the angle for gliding the mouse pointer 
across the screen.

Maximize window
Maximize the window that currently has the 
focus.

Minimise window
ComputerControlGrid

Minimize the window that currently has the 
focus.

Restore window
Restore the window that currently has the 
focus so that it is neither maximized nor 
minimized.

Close window
ComputerControlGrid

Close the window that currently has the 
focus.

Show desktop
Minimize all windows to show the desktop.

Window width
Change the width of the window that 
currently has the focus.

Window height
Change the height of the window that 
currently has the focus.

Window size
Set the size for the window that currently has 
the focus.

Move window
Move the window that currently has the 
focus from its current position.

Set window position
Computer Control Grid

Set the position of the window that currently 
has the focus.
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Window to the next screen
Move the window that currently has the 
focus to the next screen.
This is for computers with more than one 
screen.

Dock
Dock the window that currently has the focus 
to the largest space on the screen.

Grid smaller
Computer Control Grid

Reduce the size of the Grid window.

Grid larger
Computer Control Grid

Increase the size of the Grid window.

Grid position
Computer Control Grid

Move the grid window to a different position 
on the screen. You can move the window to 
one of the sides or corners of the screen or 
the centre of the screen.

Grid to next screen
Computer Control Grid

Move the grid window to the next screen. 
This is for computers with more than one 
screen.

Turn off computer
Shut down Windows.

Restart computer
Shut down and then restart the computer.

Log off Windows
Log off the current Windows user to allow 
someone else to log on.

Standby computer
Put the computer into standby.

Sleep screen
Turn the screen off. Enabled access methods 
can turn the screen back on:
- Move the pointer
- Touch the screen
- Press a switch.
- Gaze at the centre of the screen.
- Say your wake up phrase.
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Environment Control

Alarm
Transmit an action for the selected Alarm 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Alarm accessory 
then the currently selected one will be used.

Audio system
Transmit an action for the selected Audio 
system accessory. Accessories are set up 
in Setting. If you have more than one Audio 
system accessory then the currently selected 
one will be used.

Bed
Transmit an action for the selected Bed 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Bed accessory 
then the currently selected one will be used.

Blind
Transmit an action for the selected Blind 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Blind accessory 
then the currently selected one will be used.

Chair
Transmit an action for the selected Chair 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Chair accessory 
then the currently selected one will be used.

Curtain
Transmit an action for the selected Curtain 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Curtain accessory 
then the currently selected one will be used.

Door
Transmit an action for the selected Door 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Door accessory 
then the currently selected one will be used.

DVD player
Transmit an action for the selected DVD 
player accessory. Accessories are set up 
in Settings. If you have more than one DVD 
player then the currently selected one will be 
used.

Intercom
Transmit an action for the selected Intercom 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Intercom then the 
currently selected one will be used.

Light switch
Transmit an action for the selected Light 
switch accessory. Accessories are set up 
in Settings. If you have more than one Light 
switch then the currently selected one will be 
used.

Set-top box
Transmit an action for the selected Set-top 
box accessory. Accessories are set up in 
Settings. If you have more than one Set-top 
box accessory then the currently selected 
one will be used.

Socket
Transmit an action for the selected Socket 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Socket then the 
currently selected one will be used.

Telephone
Transmit an action for the selected 
Telephone accessory. Accessories are set 
up in Settings. If you have more than one 
Telephone then the currently selected one 
will be used.

Television
Transmit an action for the selected Television 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Television then the 
currently selected one will be used.

Window
Transmit an action for the selected Window 
accessory. Accessories are set up in Settings. 
If you have more than one Window then the 
currently selected one will be used.
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Alarms auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Alarm accessories configured in this 
device’s settings.

More alarms
When there are not enough cells to display 
all alarms, they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Audio systems auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Audio system accessories 
configured in this device’s settings.

More audio systems
When there are not enough cells to display 
all audio systems they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Beds auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Bed accessories configured in this 
device’s settings.

More beds
When there are not enough cells to display 
all audio systems they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Blinds auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Blind accessories configured in this 
device’s settings.

More blinds
When there are not enough cells to display 
all blinds they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Chairs auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Chair system accessories 
configured in this device’s settings.

More chairs
When there are not enough cells to display 
all chairs they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Curtains auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Curtain accessories configured in 
this device’s settings.

More Curtains
When there are not enough cells to display all 
curtains, they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.
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Environment control

Doors auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Door accessories configured in this 
device’s settings.

More Doors
When there are not enough cells to display 
all Doors they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

DVD players auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays DVD player accessories configured 
in this device’s settings.

More DVD players
When there are not enough cells to display 
all DVD players they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Intercoms auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Audio system accessories 
configured in this device’s settings.

More intercoms
When there are not enough cells to display all 
intercoms they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Light switches auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Light switch accessories configured 
in this device’s settings.

More light switches
When there are not enough cells to display 
all light switches they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Set-top boxes auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Set-top box accessories configured 
in this device’s settings.

More set-top boxes
When there are not enough cells to display 
all set-top boxes they will be spread across 
multiple pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to. 

Sockets auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Socket accessories configured in 
this device’s settings.

More sockets
When there are not enough cells to display all 
sockets they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.
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Telephones auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Telephone accessories configured in 
this device’s settings.

More telephones
When there are not enough cells to display all 
telephones they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Televisions auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Televisions accessories configured 
in this device’s settings.

More Televisions
When there are not enough cells to display all 
televisions they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Windows auto content
Auto content cells are automatically 
populated.

Displays Windows accessories configured in 
this device’s settings.

More windows
When there are not enough cells to display all 
Windows they will be spread across multiple 
pages.

This command takes you to the other pages 
– you can choose which page this command 
takes you to.

Select accessory
Select an accessory. Use this command 
when you have more than one accessory 
of the same type and you want to choose 
which one will be used.

Action queue
This cell displays multimedia content.

The action queue displays a sequence of 
environment control actions. You can add 
actions to this list, and then send them in one 
go.

Send queue
Send the actions queued in the environment 
control actions queue.

Delete action
Delete the last action from the environment 
control actions queue.

Clear queue
Clear the environment control actions queue.

Save phone number
Create a new contact with the phone number 
from the action queue as their phone 
numbers
This contact will be opened in the Contacts 
editing cell.

Infrared
Transmit an infrared code.

BJ Control radio
Transmit a BJ Control radio code. This 
command requires a BJ control environment 
control transmitter.
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Environment control

EasyWave
Transmit an EasyWave code. This command 
requires an EasyWave environment control 
transmitter.

EvoAssist
Transmit an EvoAssist code. This command 
requires an EasyWave environment control 
transmitter.

Gewa memory
Send a pre-recorded code from the memory 
of a Gewa device. To record and playback 
your own codes use the infrared command. 
This command requires a Gewa environment 
control transmitter.

Z-Wave
Transmit a Z-Wave code. This command 
requires a Z-Wave environment control 
transmitter.
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Speech settings

Change voice
Change the speaking voice.

Volume
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current public speech volume, 
and whether speech is muted.

Set volume
Set the speaking voice volume.

Louder
Increase the speaking voice volume by 10%.

Quieter
Decrease the speaking voice volume by 10%.

Mute
Mute speaking voice.

Speed
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current public speech speed.

Faster
Increase the speaking voice speed by 10%.

Slower
Decrease the speaking voice speed by 10%.

Pitch
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current public speech pitch.

Higher
Increase the speaking voice pitch by 10%.

Lower
Decrease the speaking voice pitch by 10%.

Change voice
Change the audio feedback voice.

Audio feedback volume
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current audio feedback volume, 
and whether audio feedback is muted.

Set volume
Set the audio feedback volume.

Louder
Increase the audio feedback speech volume 
by 10%.

Quieter
Decrease the audio feedback volume by 10%.

Mute
Mute audio feedback.

Speed
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current private speech speed.

Faster
Increase the audio feedback speed by 10%.

Slower
Decrease the audio feedback speed by 10%.

Pitch
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the current private speech pitch.

Higher
Increase the audio feedback pitch by 10%.

Lower
Decrease the audio feedback pitch by 10%.
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Access settings

Rest
Disable all access methods for all cells but 
this one.

Dwell +
Increase the dwell time for pointer input.

Dwell –
Reduce the dwell time for pointer input.

Computer control dwell +
Increase the dwell time for pointer computer 
control input.

Computer control dwell –
Reduce the dwell time for pointer computer 
control input.

Computer control click method
Sets the way the mouse is clicked for 
computer control using pointer access.

Zoom to click magnification +
Increase the magnification for zoom to click 
with pointer input.

Zoom to click magnification –
Decrease the magnification for zoom to click 
with pointer input.

Zoom to click time +
Increase the zoom time for pointer computer 
control input.

Zoom to click time –
Reduce the zoom time for pointer computer 
control input.

Rest pointer
Disable pointer access for all cells but this 
one.

Hold time +
Increase the hold time for touch input.

Hold time –
Reduce the hold time for touch input.

Rest touch
Disable touch access for all cells but this one.

Eye gaze monitor
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the eye gaze monitor to show your 
position as seen by the eye gaze camera.

Dwell +
Increase the dwell time for selected eye gaze 
device.

Dwell –
Decrease the dwell time for selected eye 
gaze device.

Computer control dwell +
Increase the dwell time for eye gaze 
computer control input.

Computer control dwell –
Reduce the dwell time for eye gaze computer 
control input.

Computer control click method
Sets the way the mouse is clicked for 
computer control using eye gaze.

Zoom to click magnification +
Increase the magnification for zoom to click 
with eye gaze inputs.

Zoom to click magnification –
Decrease the magnification for zoom to click 
with eye gaze input.

Zoom to click time +
Increase the zoom time for eye gaze 
computer control input.

Zoom to click time –
Reduce the zoom time for eye gaze 
computer control input.

x
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Computer control click method
Sets the way the mouse is clicked for 
computer control using pointer access.

Improve calibration
Improve an existing calibration for the 
selected eye gaze device. This can only be 
used if you have already calibrated. This 
command is not supported by all eye gaze 
devices.

Rest eye gaze
Disable eye gaze access for all cells but this 
one.

Scan speed +
Increase the scan time for switch scanning.

Scan speed –
Reduce the scan speed for switch scanning.

Rest switches
Disable switch access for all cells but this 
one.

Rest voice
Disable voice activation for all cells but this 
one.
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Grid 3 settings

Battery
This cell is automatically updated.

Displays the battery charge remaining, and 
whether the battery is charging.

Battery percentage
This cell is automatically updated.
Displays the battery charge remaining, and 
whether the battery is charging.

Menu bar
Display or hide the menu bar above grids, 
equivalent to pressing F12 on the keyboard.

Edit mode
Edit the current grid.

Grid explorer
Close the grid set and show Grid explorer.

Change grid set
Change to a different grid set.

Notification
Display a notification to provide information 
to the user.

Exit Grid 3
Close the Grid 3 application.

Print grid
Print the current grid.
You can select which printer to use in 
Settings.

Repeat
Repeat a group of commands a number of 
times, or until the user stops the repeat.

Wait
Pause before executing more commands.

Brightness cell
This cell is automatically updated.
Displays the screen brightness level.

Brightness
Set the screen brightness in one of several 
ways:
- Cycle through each 25% value
- Increase by 10%
- Decrease by 10%
- Set to a specific value.
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Notes
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